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INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper we shall deal with diophantine equations involving func- 
tions of n E N of the form 
h 
(1) Ck(?Z) = C Cillr 
i=l 
where the ci are (nonzero) rational numbers and the ai, called the roots, are in 
Z. It is classical that such functions satisfy linear recurrence relations with 
constant coefficients, the general solutions being of the same form, but allowing 
the c, to be polynomials in n and the a; E C. The arithmetic properties of such 
general solutions, in the case e.g. of rational or algebraic coefficients, have been 
widely investigated. A number of results and conjectures have to do with as- 
sumptions involving all natural numbers n. We may mention for instance the 
solution by van der Poorten [vdP2] (after an incomplete argument by Pouchet 
[P]) of a conjecture by Pisot which, in its simplest form, roughly speaking pre- 
dicts that a quotient of two solutions may have values in Z for all n E N only 
when this is obvious, in the sense that it comes from an identical relation. An- 
other instance, still open to our knowledge, is the problem of Hadamard’s d-th 
root; i.e., is it true that if a solution of a recurrence relation as above is a d-th 
power for all n E N, then the function itself must be a d-th power of a function 
in the same form? (For conditional results see e.g. [P-Z], [R-vdP].) For an ex- 
tended survey on such topics, see [vdPl]. 
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On the other hand (as observed e.g. in 86.6 of [vdPl]) few general results seem 
to be known when assumptions of the mentioned type hold only for an infinite 
sequence of natural numbers n. We may mention for instance the paper by 
Shorey and Stewart [S-S], where however a fairly strong assumption on the 
roots is used. In the present paper we shall obtain such results in the particular 
cases when the solution of the linear recurrence is of the form (1); the fact that 
the c; are constant and that the ai may be assumed to have distinct absolute 
values has made this case much more tractable in all the mentioned investiga- 
tions. For instance, Pisot’s conjecture was known long ago before its complete 
solution, under these assumptions (with a simple proof, moreover). However 
we insist that we are dealing with general infinite sequences of solutions. Also, 
as remarked below, our proofs may be geralized to certain extent. 
We shall first investigate (Theorem 1) the question whether the ratio of func- 
tions of the form (1) can be integral valued for an infinity of n; this is somewhat 
related with the Pisot conjecture (i.e. van der Poorten’s theorem). Then 
(Theorem 2) we look at diophantine equations F(a(n), Y) = 0 and (Theorem 3) 
at diophantine inequalities IQ(~) - Ydl < ( Yld-‘-‘. 
As a simple application, we shall construct universal Hilbert sequences 
(or, equivalently, universal Hilbert sets) of exponentional type, i.e. sequences 
of the form (1) such that, for all irreducible F E Q[X, Y], the polynomial 
F(cr(n),Y) remains irreducible for all large n (depending on F). We give a 
necessary and sufficient condition on a (Theorem 4). Our Corollary 3, which 
originated with questions of Yasumoto [Y], substantially generalizes previous 
cases ([Theorem 2, D-Z]) and provides new concrete examples of universal 
Hilbert sequences. 
Our proofs are simple and make use of the celebrated Schmidt’s Subspace 
Theorem (in the form of recalled below). This result has long been known to be 
crucial in the investigation of recurrence sequences (see [vdPl]), but to our 
knowledge, somewhat surprisingly, the present application has not appeared 
before, notwithstanding its simplicity. 
NOTATION AND STATEMENTS 
For a ring A c C, we let &A denote the ring of complex functions on N of the 
form (1) where the ai E A, called the roots of a, are distinct and ci E Q. If K C C 
is a field we define KEA by the same formulas, but allowing ci E K. 
Below, A will be usually either Z or Q; moreover in that case we define by 
K&i the subring formed by those functions having only positive roots. Working 
in this domain causes no loss of generality: the assumption of positivity of the 
roots may be achieved by writing 2n + r in place of n and considering the cases 
of r = 0,l separately. 
Normally we shall denote such functions by greek letters. Also, we define 
j(a) = max,,, Icl;l. Our results provide relations between algebraic properties 
of any such a function cr, viewed as an element of the ring &z, and arithmetic 
properties of its value set c+(N). 
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We shall say that Q is nondegenerate if there is an expression (1) with no 
quotient ai/aj, i #i, equal to a root of unity. Observe that, even if ck is degen- 
erate, there exists a positive integer d such that, writing n = r + md, Q is non- 
degenerate as a function of m on each of the d arithmetic progressions with 
0 2 r < d (in the case of rational roots, it clearly suffices to take d = 2). There- 
fore, restricting to nondegenerate functions causes no substantial oss of gen- 
erality. 
Observe that if o E K&Q is nondegenerate and o!(n) = 0 for infinitely many 
positive integers 12 (or even a(&) = 0 for any sequence of real numbers f, -+ CC 
in case Q: has only positive roots), then o = 0 identically; for a proof consider 
e.g. leading terms. 
Althought in this paper we shall work with A = Z or A = Q, similar results 
hold more generally for functions of the form (l), but where the ai are allowed 
to be algebraic numbers subject to the (crucial) restriction that there is a unique 
root (with nonzero coefficient) having maximum modulus (similarly to 
[R-vdP]). Also, some of the results hold by allowing the Ci to be polynomial 
functions of n, often with the restriction that the coefficient of the exponential 
term of maximum modulus is constant. The proofs of such generalizations do 
not involve any substantially new argument however, so we have preferred to 
avoid ‘half’ generalizations and to limit ourselves to the stated cases, both for 
the sake of simplicity and in order to obtain neater statements. 
Theorem 1. For Q, ,0 E 82, assume that a(n)/p( n ) is an integer for all n in an in- 
finite sequence C. Then there exists < E I; such that (Y = p . <. 
In particular, the set of natural numbers n such that a(n)/@(n) is an integer 
d@ers by a finite set from a$nite union of arithmetic progressions. 
The last conclusion (which follows at once from the rest) reminds of the Sko- 
lem-Mahler-Lech theorem (see e.g. [M-vdP]). 
Replacing &g with Ez leads to a false statement, since ,13 may be degenerate; 
consider e.g. the case cx(n) = 1, L?(n) = 2” + (-2)” + 1. 
We observe that an entirely similar proof allows to generalize Theorem 1 to 
functions of type (l), but where the Ci are polynomials in n (see also Remark 1 
below). The conclusion will be that CY/~ is of the form (1). but where now the 
cj’s are rationalfunctions of n (this is in a sense best possible: observe in fact that 
(1 /n)a” - (1 /n)u E Z for n a prime). As pointed out above, however, the meth- 
ods do not apply to the general case when the ai are algebraic numbers. As 
mentioned in the Introduction, the general case has been treated by van der 
Poorten in his solution of Pisot’s conjecture, but with the assumption holding 
for all n E N, not merely in an infinite sequence. 
Theorem 2. Let F E Q[X, Y] be absolutely irreducible, of degree d in Y, d’ in X, 
and Q E Ei. Assume that the equation F(cr(n), Y) = 0 has injinite1.v many solu- 
tions with n E N and Y = y,, E Z. Then all the solutions but jinitely many are 
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given by y, = g(fcl/db”ldX(n)) where g E Q[T] has degree d’, c E Q’, b E N, 
X E 82, for a real determination (resp. realpositive) of c’ld (resp. b’ld). Also, cb” 
must be a d-th power. (I) If there are infinitely many solutions corresponding to a 
given choice ofthe sign, denoted E = fl, then F(cr(n),g(ec’/db”‘dX(n)) = 0 iden- 
tically. Moreover, a(n) =f(ec ‘/db”ldX(n)) identically, wheref E Q[T] has degree 
d and vanishing second coefj’icient. Finally, the natural numbers n such that 
F(cu(n),Y) = 0 has an integral solution make up a finite union of arithmetical 
progressions, made exception for aJinite set. 
In the particular but interesting case of the polynomial F(X, Y) = X - Yd, we 
shall obtain easily the following 
Corollary 1. Let (Y be a function in E,, + d > 2 be an integer. If a(n) is the d-th 
power of an integer for infinitely many n E N, the there exist integers 
r E {O,..., d - l}, b > 1 andan element ,# E &g such that 
a(n) = b”-‘pd(n). 
Inparticular one at least of the dfunctions m H oh(m) = a(md + h), (h = 0, . . . , 
d - 1) is a d-thpower in the ring&i and a(n) is aperfect d-thpowerfor any n in a 
suitable arithmetic progression. 
Remark 1. One could prove that under the hypothesis of Corollary 2, cx is a 
perfect power in the ring EO as in the following example: put 
o(n) = 18” + 2.6” + 2” = (@ + 3”J2”)‘. 
Then cr is a square in EQ, but not in Ez; the integer cr(n) is a square in 2 if and 
only if n is even and the function n H (w(2n) is a square in the ring Ez. In such 
examples the first two leading terms cannot be relatively prime (see Corollary 3). 
A few remarks are in order. First, the condition that Fis absolutely irreducible 
is not restrictive: this is shown by factoring F into absolutely irreducible factors 
and recalling the well known fact that factors whose coefficients span a Q-vec- 
tor space of dimension > 2 produce finitely many solutions. (Write such a fac- 
tor in the form G(x, y) = Cf= 1 aigi(x, y) for suitable ai linearly independent 
over Q and gi E Q[x, y]. For a rational solution (x0, yo) we must have 
gi(xo,ya) = 0 for all i and the conclusion easily follows by applying Bezout’s 
theorem and recalling that g is absolutely irreducible.) 
Second, as in Theorem 1, the condition that the involved roots are positive 
may be removed simply by considering separately even and odd values of n. 
Also, we remark that the solutions withy E Q instead of y E Z can be classified 
starting from the theorem: if a(x) is the leading coefficient of F, it suffices to 
consider a(cr(n))_v in place of y and a(~) deg1 ‘-‘F(x, y/a(x)) in place of F. The- 
orem 2 can be given a ‘quantitative version’, i.e. a lower bound for the values of 
]F(cu(n),y,)]; for simplicity we restrict ourselves to its corollary; we prove 
“’ This holds precisely when n lies in certain arithmetic progressions module d. 
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Theorem 3. Let (u E Ei, d, r be integers with d > 2,0 5 r < d. Let us suppose that 
there exists a real number p < 1 - (l/d), and infinitely many pairs of positive in- 
tegers (n, yn) such that n E r mod d and 
(2) IQ(n) - ~3 x l4n)I”. 
Then there exists an integer b and integral valuedfunctions ,B, y E &z such that 
(i) o(n) = b”-‘@(n) + r(n); 
(ii) y, = b("-')/d P(n) for all butjinitely many solutions (n, y,) of (2); 
(iii) I-y(n)\ << lo(n) 
Remark 2. The exponent 1 - (l/d) is best possible: every real number (Y can be 
approximated by a perfect d-th power y” with an error O((Y~ -(‘ld)). On the 
other hand o(n) = a” + (a - 1)’ would not satisfy the conclusion, for r = 0, as 
far as the integer a is sufficiently large with respect to d. 
Also, observe that for every n E r (mod d) the integer b”-‘/3(n)d is a perfect 
d-th power; thus under the hypothesis of Theorem 3, (2) is satisfied for every n 
in such an arithmetic progression. 
Corollary 2. Let Q E Q&g be given b-v 
o(n) = clay + czai + . + cka;;” 
where k > 2, cl,. . . , Ck are non-zero algebraic numbers, al > a2 > . . > ak > 0 
are integers with al, a2 coprime. Then for every integer d > 2 and every real e > 0. 
(3) , Fig lo(n) -ydl > la(n)I’-~-F 
for large n (d p e en mg on Q. d, E). In particular the equation d’ 
o(n) = yd 
has onlyfinitely many solutions (n,_v) E N’. 
The following theorem and its corollary give a positive answer to a general- 
ization of a question of Yasumoto. 
Theorem 4. For (Y E &Z the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) o(N) is a Universal Hilbert Set: 
(ii) there exist no integer A 2 2 a polynomial P(X) E Q[X] of degree d and an 
element p E EZ such that a’ = P( /3), where o’(m) = o(md). 
Remark 3. If condition (ii) is not satisfied then Q is of the form P(p) for any 
13 E Eo. We observe without proof that also the converse indeed holds (as can 
be seen by conjugating the equation P(p) = o and applying the Fact remarked 
below, after equation (6)). We also point out that condition (ii) is easy to test 
effectively. In particular it always holds for those cy having multiplicatively in- 
dependent roots, as we show in the following 
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Corollary 3. Let a E E,f begiven by (1) with h > 2 and al, . . . ~ ah multiplicatively 
independent. Then the set a(N) is a universal Hilbert set. 
The condition of multiplicative independence is also necessary for h = 2; in the 
case h = 3, without this condition, there are counter-examples to the conclu- 
sion even if two of the roots are multiplicatively independent. 
PROOFS 
For the reader’s convenience we state a version of Schmidt’s Subspace Theorem 
due to H.P. Schlickewei; we have borrowed it from [Sch2, Theorem lE, p. 1781 
(a complete proof requires also [Schl]). 
Subspace Theorem. Let S be ajinite set of absolute values of Q, including the in- 
finite one and normalized in the usual way (i.e. IpI, = p-’ if vlp). Extend each 
u E S to 0 in some way. For v E S let L I.~,, . , LN,~, be N linearly independent 
linear forms in N variables with algebraic coeficients and let E > 0. Then the so- 
lutions x : = (xl, . . , xn) E ZN to the inequality 
where /Ix]] : = max{ /xii}, are contained in$nitely many proper subspaces of QN. 
Actually, the statement in [Sch2] is more precise, and quantifies the number of 
relevant subspaces (and a finite number of remaining exceptions) in terms of 
the linear forms. Correspondingly, it is possible to quantify some of our results. 
The following lemmas are rather simple consequences of the deep Subspace 
Theorem. Lemma 1 is actually a special case of Theorem 1 and is used in the 
proof of Lemma 2, which plays a crucial role throughout the paper. 
Lemma 1. Let < E EQ be nondegenerate and such that c(n) E Z for infinitely 
many n E N. Then 5 E Ez. 
Proof. It plainly suffices to prove that if C E EZ is given by (1) (with 
Cl,..., Ch E Z \{O}) and f or infinitely many n E N we have p”\<(n), where p is a 
given prime, then plai for all i. We may plainly assume that none of the ai’s is 
divisible by p and derive a contradiction if h > 0. 
We apply the Subspace Theorem taking N = h and S to consist of 00, all ab- 
solute values dividing some ai and p. For u E S, u # p, we put Li,,>(X) = Xi for 
i = 1,. , h. Otherwise we put Ll,r(X) = L(X) : = ET=, CjXj, L;,,(X) = _Y; for 
i = 2,. . , h. 
We let n be such that p”lC(n) and put xj : = a:. We have 
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Observe that Ix;l,, = 1 for w 4 S or for w = p, whence, by the product formula, 
h 
II II ILi,L~(x)l, = IL(x 5 ppn < max{lxil)Ff 
IIES I= I 
for < < logp/ log(max ai). From the Subspace Theorem we deduce that one at 
least of finitely many nontrivial relations of the type Cf= 1 biar = 0 holds. 
However, since C is nondegenerate, ach such relation may hold only for a finite 
number of values of n, a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 2. Let K be a number field (embedded in C) and < E K&Q be non- 
degenerate. Let z(n), for n lying in an infinite sequence C of natural numbers, be 
integers uch that Iz(n) - E(n)\ < I”, where 0 < I < 1. Then there exists < E IZ 
such that z(n) = C(n) for all butfinitely many n E C. Moreover any root of C is a 
root of I. 
Proof. Write t(n) = x7= I ci(ai/b)” where ci E K’ and the ai, b are integers, 
b > 0, and the ai/b are nonzero distinct rational numbers. 
Let S be the set of absolute values of Q consisting of 00 and all primes di- 
viding some of the ai or b. Extend each value in S to Kin some way, the infinite 
value being extended so to coincide with the complex absolute value in the gi- 
ven embedding of K in C. Define the linear forms Li_,, for u E S and 
i=O,l,..., h as follows: Lo,~ = L : = 2’0 - Cr=, CiXi, Li.03 = Xi for 
i=l,..., h,whilefor~~ES,v#oqputLi,,=Xifori=O,l,..., h.Consider, 
fornEC,thevectorx,=(b”z(n),a;,...,ah”)EZh”.Wehave 
By the product formula and the choice of S we have nuES la~lU = 1 for 
i = 1,. . . , h. By our assumptions we have IL(xn)l < (61)“. Finally, Sincludes all 




IW4lu 5 r& lb”l, = IV”. 
On the other hand llxnll K A” for some A > 0 independent of n. Combining 
such estimates we get 
for large n E C, provided e < log( l/l)/ log A. By the Subspace Theorem there 
exist finitely many nonzero rational linear forms Aj(Xo, . . , xh) such that each 
vector x, as above is a zero of some Ai. Suppose first Ai does not depend on X0. 
Then, if Aj(xn) = 0 we have a nontrivial relation Cf=, ui(o,/b)” = 0, for con- 
stant rational ui; however this can hold for a finite number of n at most, since < 
is supposed to be nondegenerate. Hence there is some rational linear form A, 
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depending on X0, such that A(x,) = 0 holds for infinitely many n E C. We may 
write 
whence z(n) = i_(n) : = Cf=, ~;(a;/b)~ E EQ for n lying in an infinite sub- 
sequence xi of C. Since Iz(n) - c(n)1 << I” for n E C, where 1 < 1, we see that 
vi = ci for i such that ]ai/bl > 1. By definition any root of c is a root of <. In 
particular < is nondegenerate and takes integer values on x1 whence, by 
Lemma 1, Vi = 0 if Ui/b is not an integer, so < E Ez. In particular Vi = 0 if 
jai/b/ < 1. We conclude that the linear form n is determined in terms of E only 
and the lemma follows. 0 
Remark 4. A similar result holds (with an entirely analogous proof) by allow- 
ing the ci = ci(n) to be constant times integer valued functions of n such that 
ICi(n)l =+Z P( ) f ex En or all E > 0. For instance, taking Ci(n) = ci . npT, ci E K, ei E N, 
we recover all cases with polynomial coefficients. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Write ,0(n) = Cf'=, c;rrr with nonzero G’S and 
al > a2 > . . . > ah > 0. Put 0 := -~f'=,(~,/c~)(ai/a~)~ E EQ. we have 
a(n) +c la2/a11n, so we may write 
& = (ciai))“(l -o(n))-’ = (c~n,)-~F +)' 
r=O 
the expansion being convergent for large enough n. Say that Ia(n)l < An for a 
positive number A and pick R such that I : = Alu?/al IR < 1. Set 
q(n) : = (clqpn c,“=, a(n)’ E &Q and observe that cm E &Q is nondegenerate 
(because has positive roots), while 1% - cu(n)v(n)l << I”. Setting 
z(n) : = cr(n)//3( n ) f or n E C, < : = cun. we may thus apply Lemma 2, obtaining 
that for all but finitely many n E C we have a(n)/j3(n) = C(n), where < E Ez has 
only positive roots. Hence 01 - /?< E Ez has only positive roots and vanishes on 
an infinite set, whence must vanish identically. This proves the first part. 
For completeness we give the easy argument for the last part. By the first part 
it suffices to show that the set {n E NIT(~) E Z}, where y E lz, differs by a finite 
set from a finite union of arithmetic progressions. In turn, this is equivalent 
to derive the same conclusion for the set of n E N such that 
d(n) : = Cf=, ciaj2 = 0 (mod M); here the a;, ci E Z and M is a given positive 
integer. It suffices to consider the case A4 = p”, a prime power, and to restrict to 
n 2 k, which means that we may further assume that no a; is a multiple ofp. In 
that case the congruence +(n tp” ~ ‘(p - 1)) E 4(n) (mod#) proves the as- 
sertion. q 
Proof of Theorem 2. As e.g. in [D-Z], Siegel’s theorem implies that all solutions 
but finitely many are given by 
(2) a(n) =f(x,), Y, = g&J, n 6 C 
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for some x, E Q (uniquely determined by (n,y,) apart from a finite number of 
possible exceptions). Here f, g E Q(T) are such that C(f(T),g(T)) = C(T) 
andf has at most two poles. Accordingly, we consider two cases. 
1” case: f has one pole. We may then assume the pole is 00, i.e. that f is a 
polynomial with rational coefficients. The degree off is the degree of the 
function X on the curve determined by F, i.e. degf = deg, F = d. The equa- 
tion o(n) =f(x,) implies that .x,* is a rational number with denominator in- 
dependent of n. Since J’,, is an integer, the rational function g takes integral 
values at the infinitely many ‘almost’ integral arguments ?cn. It follows easily that 
g too must be a polynomial. As above, its degree must be the degree in X of F. 
As in [D-Z], after a translation on X we may write 
f(X) = aXd + R(X), a E Q’, R E Q[X], degR I d - 2. 
Let us first deal with the solutions (n,y,) such that x, is positive, the argument 
being symmetrical in the other case. We may suppose that their set is still in- 
finite and continue to denote by C the set of corresponding n. Since we have 
infinitely many solutions (n,y,), (Y is not constant, so lo(n)] > 2”. Since 
f(.~,~) = o(n) we have ]_u,] - \d(n)/aj”” and therefore, for n E C, 
where we choose the d-th root which is real and positive’2’. Let iv > 0 be a 
common denominator for all the x,, put z(n) = U~X~ and write 
q(n) : = da(n)/a = [$, ciujl, ci # 0, ul > a2 > . . > ah > 0. 
Now we devide n by d: n = md + r, 0 5 r < d, and partition C in the d subsets 
Co ={n~~:n~O(modd)},...,~d_l ={n~C:n=d-l(modd)}, 
where r is fixed. For given r and sufficiently large n we may write 
v(n) ‘ld = (;$ (t*~dc-i/a)a~)l’J = w(c~a;/a)l’da~(l + a(n))‘ld 
where o(n) = a,(n) : = Crz2 (?)(ai/ul)” E &Q(~), and where all involved d-th 
roots are those on the positive real line. Here we observe that for n large 
enough, jc(n) < I]. Since al > aj for i > 1. for large m we may expand the d-th 
root by the binomial theorem and find for any positive integer R, 
(1 + cr(n))“d = R 
4 4 
lld a(n)’ + O(lu2/al IR”) = ,$, Uibj’ + O(la2/allRn) 
j=o .I 
(2) Which is certainly possible. 
“’ Both as a function of n and of m 
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wh;re H is a positive integer (depending on R), while r(n) = yR(n) : = 
$&ptr E EQ is nondegenerate: in fact the hi’s are positive, since the a;‘s are. 
(4) (?j(n)“” - (W~Cicl;/a)“%z;zy(n)~ < (Ui In+&, 1% 
Choose R so large that (ai 1 . (~/a1 IRd < 1 and set I : = max{ lai /laz/ai lRd, l/2}, 
[(m) : = (dC,a;/ay a;“y(n). Then, by (3) and (4), for n = dm + r E C, , 
/z(n) - E(m)1 << I”. 
We may view the relevant functions as depending on m and, since E is non- 
degenerate (as it has positive roots), we may apply Lemma 2 as soon as C,, is 
infinite; we let R be the set of such r. For r E R 
where & E &z (as a function of m) has roots which are a subset of those of I, 
whence is of type 
where S, E lo. 
We claim that 6, does not depend on r E R. In fact we may write, for r E R 
and large n E C, , 
(5) 4 = G(m)lw = (cl/a) “duyc!ir(n) 
where both (ci /a) lid and uf ‘d have the rea 1 p ositive determination. Write n = td 
in (5). Then the right side of (5), as a function q%(t) oft (recall that S, has only 
positive roots, so this makes sense), satisfies formallyf(&(t)) = a(dt), and the 
same relation thus must hold for all large positive t. But the equationf(X) = T 
has at most one positive solution X, for large ITI, so, since g&(t) is positive for 
large t > 0, we have that #+(t) itself is independent of r E R and our assertion 
follows. We may thus write, for large n E C, 
where CE Q’, 6~ &Q. Let r E 72, n E c, and write n =dm+r. Then 
(cai) lidufS(dm + r) assumes integral values for infinitely many m. It follows at 
once that cu; is the d-th power of a rational number and Lemma 1 implies that 
al/v d : = b, say, is an intege r if v > 0 is a common denominator for the roots of 
6. Hence we may write 
(6) x, = c”db”‘“X(n) = 13(n), 
say, where x(n) = #S(n) E &z. 
As to the solutions with negative .u,, either they are finite in number or we 
again may write X, = 0’(n), where 19’ has the same form as 0. Now we observe 
the following simple 
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Fact: Iff(p(n)) =f(v(n)) identically, where p, v E QEz are nonconstant and 
have positive roots, then p = WY, where w is a d-th root of unity, and 
f(X) = f(wX). 
To prove the claim observe that 1 < I(p) = l(y) = L(4), say, and write the 
equation as a(# - z/) = R(v) - R(p). The right side has leading term at most 
Ld - 2. The left side equals a nwd =, ( p - WY). If it is zero we are done. Otherwise 
the leading term of each factor but one is L. The leading term of the remaining 
factor is > 1, since all the involved roots are integral. Hence the left side has 
leading term > Ld-‘, a contradiction. 
To apply the observation, recall that both 0(&r), e’(dn) E Q!Ez are non- 
constant and thatJ(e(dn)) =f(@(dn)) = c-y(&). Therefore 0(n) = -e’(n), since 
8, 8’ are distinct and have real coefficients and roots. 
Observe that, by (6), x,, is rational precisely when n lies in certain arithmetic 
progressions modulo d and, by the proof of Corollary 1, wx, will be integral for 
n in a union of arithmetical progressions, made exception for a finite set. For n 
such that wx, is integral, we apply the same considerations to g(xn). We find 
that g(x,) will be integral for n lying in a set of the same form. This proves the 
theorem whenfhas one pole. 
2”d case: f has precisely two poles. As in [D-Z] we let K be the field generated 
over Q by the two poles and conclude that it must be a real quadratic field. Al- 
lowing f to have coefficients in K we may assume that the poles are 0, co and 
write 
f(X) = F(X)/F = 
(Fd-d+FIXd-‘+...+&,)T F,EK 
xx J 1 
Fc$‘d # 0, s, d - s > 0. 
Moreover, as proved in [D-Z], x, must be of the form 
x, = tue 
where t E K has finitely many possibilities, u > 1 is the fundamental unit of K 
and e E Z. Let us study the solutions with fixed t # 0 and e > 0, the argument 
being symmetrical in case e < 0 (as in [D-Z]). If we write (Y in the form (1) with 
nonzero ci’s and al > a2 > . . > ah > 0, the equationf(x,) = a(n) implies 
IFotd- sue(d-s) _ clc7;l < max{ue(d-S-lJ,a;} 
Arguing as in [D-Z] we observe that, since u # al, the theory of linear forms in 
three logarithms provides the bound 
IFold- s&d-s) - qa;l > max{ue(d-S),a;}‘-e 
for any E > 0. Choosing 1 - E > max{g , w} we obtain that both n and P 
are bounded. Hence only finitely many solutions may arise in this way. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
14’ /(a) denotes as before the leading root of u 
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Remark 5. As pointed out above, the method of proof leads of generalizations. 
For instance we could allow o(n) to be of the form a; + cz(n)a; + . . + ch(n)a;, 
where the ci(n), i = 2,. . , h are polynomials with complex algebraic coefficients 
and the a; are complex algebraic numbers such that (ai ( > maxi>?{ 1~~1). We 
briefly indicate the main necessary modifications, which are rather small. In the 
first place an analogue of Lemma 2 will be needed, where z(n) will be now an 
algebraic integer in some fixed number field L and [will be of the same form as 
cy. (The analogue is needed mainly due to the fact that the ai’s are no more 
supposed to be rational. The complication caused by the polynomial coeffi- 
cients is of a milder nature - see also Remark 4.) Again the Subspace Theorem 
(in a general formulation for solutions in a number field) will yield a similar 
conclusion, but we shall now need a better upper bound for 1 to kill the con- 
tribution given by the z(n) at the remaining archimedean absolute values. (This 
contribution would appear in the analogue of the second displayed formuia in 
the proof of Lemma 2.) In particular, we will need an exponential estimate A” 
for the conjugates of z(n) and a corresponding upper bound for I (it will suffice 
if/ < A-[L:QI)(~). 
Second, we again will have to consider the equationf(s,) = a(n), where now 
x,, E L will have fixed denominator. To follow the present proof, i.e. to apply to 
this equation the mentioned analogue of Lemma 2, we will have to approx- 
imate x,, by functions of the required form, but, due to the observation just 
made, we will need an exponential estimate for the conjugates of X, and a suf- 
ficiently good error term. The first goal is achieved just by conjugating 
f(,~,~) = o(n). The second one, by considering sufficiently many terms in the full 
Puiseux expansions in T’l” of the solutions off(X) = T. (Taking just the d-th 
root, as in the above proof, corresponds to stopping at the constant term.) 
Another point to be observed is that also the case of two poles will lead some- 
times to infinitely many solutions (look e.g. at Pell’s equation). 
Proof of Corollary 1. Applying Theorem 2 to the polynomial F(X, Y) = 
X - Yd we obtain the existence of X E Eg and g E Q[X] such that 
o(n) = (g(~c*~~b”~~X(n)))~ identically, for some E E {&I}, some positive ra- 
tional c and some b E N. Since however by the same Theorem 2 the degree of g 
must be deg, F = 1 in the present case, we have identically 
a(~) = (Acl’db”‘dX(n) + B)d 
for some come constants A, B E Q. Moreover, again by Theorem 2, there exists 
a polynomial f of degree d with vanishing second coefficient such that 
o(n) = f (cl/dbn/dX(n)); since X is non degenerate (having positive roots), it fol- 
lows that f = gd, hence B = 0. Therefore we have d(n) = c~“(AX(~))~. Taking n 
such that LY(IZ) is a d-th power we see that we may write c = b-‘cf for some 
15’ It is to be observed that without any such assumption, no analogue of Lemma 2 would hold 
generally 
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natural number Y and some rational ~1. Defining P(n) : = qAX(n) gives what we 
need. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. We suppose that inequality (2) is satisfied for infinitely 
many pairs (n,y,). Since the roots of (Y are positive we may also assume, 
changing sign if necessary, that a(n) > 0 for all large it. We factorize 
cE(n) - y,d = (cY(n)“d - yn) . (c+p ‘Jl’d + a(n)(d-2)‘dy, + . . + y,:- 1). 
Here, as in the proof of Theorem 2, we take the positive real determination of 
the d-th root. Since the last factor is > Icx(,)J(~-‘)‘~, we get from (2) 
for any E < 1 - i - p. Write cy(n) = Cf=, cial with aa > . . . > a& > 0. Applying 
the binomial theorem as before, we expand the function (1 + .Y)“~ around the 
origin: 
where R _> 1 is any integer. For a(~)“~ we obtain 
cr(ny = (c,Cr;)‘/d[l+$, (‘“> . ($, z>i + o( $)I. 
In particular, for R > max{ 1, (a + ~)(loga~/(loga~/a~))} the remainder term 
O( (u;R/ao”R) a;‘d ) is < ainf << lo(n)]-‘. Now putting 
d(m) = (cOapd . ao” [I+,$ (‘“>.(i, 57, 
where again we write n = md + r with n E N, r E (0,. . ,d - 1); we see that 
cy’ E Q((c~ah)“~)&o and 
la’(m) - yn!d+rl < I” 
for infinitely many m and for a suitable I < 1 (in fact any real I > ai’ would 
work). Applying Lemma 2 we obtain the existence of ,0’ E Ei with 
j?‘(m) = y,&+r for all but finitely many m such that (md + r,ymd+r) satisfies (2). 
Let 0’ be given by 
P’(m) = i$o Cibjrn, b. > 6, > . . . > bh > 0 
then put 
h 
81 (n) = C cibi r/d n/d bi 
i=O 
Then clearly p,(md + r) = /Y(m) for every m; moreover if we put 
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r(n) = o(n) - ,@(n) then properties (i), and (ii) of Theorem 3 would be proved 
provided that the exponential functions pi, y verify 
(i) ,0i is of the form h”ldp(n) with /? E &z and b E Z, 
(ii) y E Ez. 
It is easy to see that (ii) is a consequence of(i), so we have only to prove (i). 
But from the fact that p < 1 - $ we obtain for II = r(mod. d) 
(7) lPP(4 - o(n)1 < Io(1z)l” +Z k+‘(n)1 
and this must also hold for any n. Observe that by expanding /3? we get a linear 
combination of terms ((!J:‘“)~” . . (!I;‘~)~“)” with ko + . + kh = d. The terms 
with ko = d or ko = d - 1, namely the terms 6, or (bf - “‘db;‘d)“, are all distinct 
and larger than any other term. Hence they cannot be cancelled out and must 
actually appear as roots of /?;‘. Also, they are obviously larger than any root of 
,0;‘- l. Therefore, by inequality (7), all such terms must appear in the develop- 
ment of a, whence they are integers. This means that bi”db)‘d are rational for 
every i = 0,. . . , h, so the function /3(n) = bi’d$l (n) belongs to Ez. This achieves 
the proof of(i) and (ii). To prove (iii), just notice that /r(n)1 < I~(n)l’~~-’ for 
large values of 12 with n E r(mod. d), so it holds for every large n. Cl 
Proof of Corollary 2. We argue by contradiction. If (3) does not hold, then for 
infinitely many pairs (n, yn) 
IN(n) - u;l < Io(?z)I’ -+; 
then Theorem 3 gives the existence of exponential functions /?, y E Ez and in- 
tegers r, b with 
r(n) = a(n) - b-‘b”&)” 
and ]$n)l < I~(n)i’-~-‘. Let us write 
/3(n) = dab; + . . + d/,b; 
for integers bj’s in decreasing order. Then 
P”(n) = d,d(b;)” + (d;-‘d])(b;-‘bl)” +o((b;(-‘bl)“); 
since r(n) = o a(n)’ -i), the first two leading terms of cr are the leading terms 
( 
of pd. which are not relatively prime. This contradiction proves the corol- 
lary. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. The implication (i) + (ii) is clear: if such a polynomial 
P(X) exists, then the polynomial F(X, Y) = P(X) - Y, irreducible in Q[X, Y], 
defines by specialization YH a!(n) for any n in an arithmetic progression a re- 
ducible polynomial in Q[X], having a rational root /3(n). 
Now let us see that condition (ii) is also sufficient. Classical reduction steps 
(see e.g. [Schi]) show that it is enough to prove that, for all absolutely irre- 
ducible F E Q[X, Y] of degree d 2 2 in Y, the equation F(cx(n), Y) = 0 has an 
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integral solution Y = y, only for finitely many n. Suppose this does not hold for 
a certain F and apply Theorem 2. We conclude that the exist an identical equa- 
tion o(n) =f(~‘/~@~A(n)), wheref E Q[T] has degree d, c E Q, b E N, X E &i. 
Put r?(n) : = b”X(nd), P(T) : =f(c’ldX). Then o’(n) : = a(nd) = P(/?(n)). From 
this equation it is easy to see that P has rational coefficients (by e.g. conjugating 
or using decreasing induction on the terms of various degrees), so (ii) would be 
contradicted. 0 
Proof of Corollary 3. We show that condition (ii) of Theorem 4 is verified for a. 
Since any substitution rn-md does not affect the assumptions of corollary 
we have only to show that Q is not of the form P(p). This follows from the fol- 
lowing 
Lemma 3. For any polynomial P(X) E C[X] of degree d > 2 and any /3 E CE; 
Ivith positive roots, either cy = P(p) h as only one root or its roots are multi- 
plicatively dependent. 
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that cx(n) is given by (1) with h 2 2 and 
11t7.. . , ah multiplicative independent; we can also suppose without loss of gen- 
erality, by applying a suitable translation, that P has a vanishing second coeffi- 
cient. Let { pl.. . ,pk} be the set of primes dividing at . . ah and il,. . . ih be the 
vectors in (N U (0))’ of the exponents in the factorization of at,. . , ah. That is, 
forjg {l,...,h},wehave 
a, = p’l” . ..pF. 
where ij = (41, . . , ijk). The multiplicative independence of al, . . , ah is equiva- 
lent to the linear independence (over the rationals) of il,. . . , ih. Hence, under 
this hypothesis, there exists a vector 1 = (11,. . . ~ lk) E Zh and a positive integer 
N such that < ij, 1 > = N for all j (< ., > standing for the usual scalar 
product). Since the functions n HP: are algebraically independent, there exists 
a morphism of C-algebras @ : CE$ --t C&g[T, T-l] sending the function 
py c--f Tilpl, such that @(cy) = TNa. From cy = P(p) we get 
CyTN = PLOT)), 
wheref(T) = Q(p) E CE.$[T, T-‘1 must in fact be a polynomial in T. Write 
P(X)=a.n~=,(X-r;),a,rl,. . . , rd E C. Then cxTN = a nf=, (f(T) - rj); 
whence all the ri must be equal (f(T) - r is coprime withf( T) - r’ if r # r’.) 
Then P is a constant time a pure power: P(X) = a. Xd. We then obtain 
a=u.pd,withaEC.Bychoosing1=(1,,...,I~)EZksuchthat<i,1>=N 
and < ii, 1 > = A4 for j = 2,. , h, where A4 > N 2 1 we obtain similarly 
above another 
;(<I) = a, TN + cu2TM 
morphism !kCf$+C&;[T,T-‘1 such that 
with QI,O~ E C&,+\(O). Then 
a1 TN + cx2TM = (g( T))d 
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withg(T) = *(f’(T)) E CEi[T], and a contradiction arises easily from the fact 
that all the roots of the right hand term have multiplicity > d > 2 This proves 
Lemma 3 and Corollary 4. 0 
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